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Hurricane Humor
Which TV channel boasts the byline “America’s most trusted TV news network”?
Anyone know? The Weather channel! I did not see the Hippy Dippy weatherman,
portrayed by comedian George Carlin, last century, on this channel.
Live, from West Palm Beach, it’s Saturday night! I am the Hippy Dippy
weatherperson, bringing you the latest update from the Weather Channel.
Tonight’s weather forecast is dark, with stars in the sky. Tomorrow’s forecast is
dark slowly getting light with rain falling from the sky.
Alert – alert – live update! There is a hurricane in the Atlantic Ocean named
Dorian! Hurricane Dorian is a Cat 5 hurricane. A Cat 1, is a sweet kitten, looking
cuddly but with claws. Cat 2 is a curious toddler, wobbling all around, totally
unpredictable. Cat 3 is a hormonally challenged teenager, with a middle child
complex. The Cat 4 is an irrational, raging 21-year old, now of legal age, looking
for the next beer to slam down. The Cat 5 is the mature adult, driven by a perfect
engine, with a mind of its’ own!
The very calculating and intelligent Dorian is stalking Florida.
I will brave the elements, go outside, to interview Dorian. Nice Dorian.
Dorian, how do you feel?
How do you think it feels to have everyone looking at you? You think you know
where my eye is going, but I am the one keeping my eye on you! Besides, you
need an update on your anatomy. My eye is located in my eye ball, not eye wall.
I wobble, wiggle and giggle. It is fun to see what bizarre predictions come out of
the human mouths.
Dorian, you seem so angry?
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How would you feel being called erratic, dangerous or historic? You humans have
been tracking me like a wild beast, placed me in a cone of certainty, and
compared me to spaghetti. You even had the nerve to ban me to another
continent, what you call the Euro model. I am resting on the beaches of the
Bahamas, enjoying these tropical waters, playing pick-up sticks. I am just fulfilling
your prophecy that my “exact tract is uncertain”.
Alert, alert, Bye Dorian, enjoy the Bahamas - time for the latest weather update The cone of certainty.
Tonight’s weather is dark and windy. Tomorrow’s forecast is dark slowly getting
light with wind and rain. I am certain there is a cat 5 hurricane named Dorian
somewhere in the Atlantic Ocean.
This is the hippy, dippy weatherperson signing off, from The Weather Channel,
“America’s most trusted TV news network”
If the sewage plant is breached, a boil water alert will be issued! You will need to
boil the water before drinking. No gas stove or electricity to boil water. No
problem. Just add 8 drops, not 7 or 9, of plain, unscented bleach to a gallon, not a
quart, of the tainted water, stir, drink. Or do what the rest of us Floridians do,
substitute beer for water.
Tornado alert! Tornado alert! Put down that beer and listen!!! There is a tornado
in your area for the next 9 minutes, and 13 seconds. If you are driving, take
shelter at the nearest emergency room. You need your head examined. Go to
your safe space now!!! Do not know what a safe space means? Ask any college
student about definition of the safe space! It is their first college course! Your
beer directs you to your safe space, the bathroom!
This is the Hippy Dippy weather person, signing off, looking for her next beer and
that safe space!
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